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With more than 350 million human peptide sequences not being allocated to structures or annotated, the task for Clinical Proteomics remains daunting. Clinical Genomics is currently facing a similar scale issue: more than 20,000 protein coding genes and more than 30,000 RNA coding genes – along with the integration challenges with Imaging and Healthcare Informatics along with the ever-growing biological understanding. As the front-end technologies of Genome Sequencing, Flow Cytometry and Proteomics move closer to “production ready” systems within the Electronic Medical Record and patient care, there are the realities of method design, validation and verification, algorithm management, LIMS along with the various infrastructure components from compute to storage. Integration remains the largest challenge. A 2013 summary of the issues involved with integrating Genomics with Healthcare systems will be presented and the upcoming challenges in scaling the compute and storage discussed from an informatics and a data repository perspective. Macro- and Micro-Economic models would be presented along with data sizing for the various modalities within Genomics and Proteomics. A storage and compute approach will be presented to architect the scale toward nation-scale healthcare systems.
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